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B3011 Shower Bench with Backrest

Feb 2019, Essential Medical Supply, Inc.

x 5 x 4 x 9

WARNING: 
•	 Before using, be sure that all gold locking buttons fully protrude thru holes of each 

Adjustable Leg (G).

•	 Make sure all Adjustable Legs are snapped in the same hole position (G).

•	 Periodically retighten all wing knob screws on the bottom of the seat.

ATTENTION:

USER WEIGHT LIMIT: 300lbs.

•	 Please	verify	that	all	components	are	included	as	shown	above,	
before	proceeding	with	assembly.

•	 DO	NOT	USE	AS	A	VANITY	STOOL
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Included in box:
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Adjustable Leg

ArmrestBackrest Panel

x 2
Backrest Support Tubing

Short Wing
Knob Screws

Long Wing
Knob Screws Wave Washers

Seat PanelFrame Tubing (A) Frame Tubing (B)
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2 Identify the difference between the upper and lower 
Frame Tubing pieces (A & B). Both of the pieces have 
stickers to identify them. One Frame Tubing piece is 
labeled “A” and the other is labeled “B”.

1 Place the Seat Panel (C) upside down on a flat 
surface with the triangle indent facing upwards. This 
triangle indicates the front of the Seat Panel (C). 

4 Place lower Frame Tubing piece “B” in the indent 
labeled “B” with the legs facing upwards crossing 
over upper Frame Tubing piece “A”.

3 Place upper Frame Tubing piece “A” in the indent 
labeled “A”, with the legs facing upwards.

5 Take one of the Short Wing Knob Screws (H) and 
Wave Washers (J) and place the Wave Washer (J), 
with arc facing down, onto the Wing Knob Screw (H). 
Screw the Short Wing Knob Screw (H) into the hole 
where the two Frame Tubing pieces (A & B) overlap. 
Hand tighten the Wing Knob Screw (H) while making 
sure the Wave Washer (J) aligns with the tubing.

6 Identify the two different sides of the Backrest 
Support Tubing (F). One side will have holes that 
are farther apart while the other has holes that are 
closer together. 
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Place the side, with the holes separated farther, 
over the preexisting holes of the upper Frame 
Tubing (A & B). Make sure the “L” portion of the 
Backrest Support Tubing (F) is facing the back of 
the Seat Panel (C) and downwards during assembly.
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10 Identify the top of the 
Backrest Panel (D). The top 
portion has a handle molded 
into it. Take remaining Short 
Wing Knob Screws (H) and 
Wave Washers (J) and place Wave 
Washers (J) on the Short Wing Knob 
Screws (H) as in Step 5. Line up the 
holes of the Backrest Panel (D) to the 
holes on the Backrest Support Tubing 
(F) with top of Backrest Panel (D) up. 
Take the Short Wing Knob Screws (H) 
and Wave Washers (J) and fasten into 
the hole. Hand tighten.

12 Now that the chair is 
completely assembled, 
ensure all of the Wing Knob 
Screws (H & I) are tightened.

9 Flip chair over and verify all Adjustable Legs (G) 
are touching the floor. Make sure the chair is level 
and stable.

8 Identify the brass buttons on the four posts of the 
Frame Tubing (A & B). Take one of the Adjustable 
Legs (G) and while pressing in the button, slide the 
Adjustable Leg (G) over the post until the brass 
button protrudes. Adjust height accordingly and 
repeat with remaining Adjustable Legs (G).

11 Take the Armrests (E) and identify the brass buttons. 
Press the brass buttons in while sliding the Armrest 
(E) into the frame silencers. Make sure the buttons 
protrude from the holes in the Frame Tubing (A & B). 
Repeat with second Armrest (E).

7 Take two Long Wing Knob Screws (I) and two 
Wave Washers (J) and place the Wave Washers 
(J) on the Wing Knob Screws as in Step 5. Screw 
the Long Wing Knob Screws (I) into the holes 
where the Back Support Tubing (F) overlaps with 
the Frame Tubing pieces (A & B). Hand tighten 
both Wing Knob Screws. Repeat this with the 
remaining Back Support Tubing (F), Long Wing 
Knob Screws (I) and Wave Washers (J).
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WARNING: 
•	 Before using, be sure that 

all gold locking buttons fully 
protrude thru holes of each 
Adjustable Leg (G).

•	 Make sure all Adjustable 
Legs (G) are snapped in the 
same hole position.

•	 Periodically retighten all 
wing knob screws on the 
bottom of the seat.
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